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Today’s Weather

Students planning to partici-

San Jose Hill hale clear sea-

pate in the social class survey

ther today

and cloudy weather

conducted by Dr. Harold Hodg-

tomorrow.

Expected high tem-

es, assistant professor of sociol-

perature will range from tirs-7S.

ogy, are to nititit tiala) at 2 p.m.
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GONE

Dr. Failico Hits Beatnikism
Editor’s Note: Dr. Arturo 8. Fellico’s
proposed -friendly discussion" on
-Bisatnikism" with San Francisco’s con.
troyersial Eric -Big Discidy- Nord has
provoked much comment on campus.
Offrs for barns and restaurants as
possible sites
for the qttogthii
liv poured
in to Dr. Fallico since
the ischninistrtion decided not to I
low Nerds 00116,011C at SJS for
"police record" rsons.
This, how.
Yer, hasn’t stoppd the SJS philosophy professor from commenting on
"Big Daddy- and -Bisaitnikism." This
th first of
two.prt sris
prepared by Dr. Fallico.

inations, narcotic jags and Christian protestations, all tied together
with the beat of jazz, reveals

at

which

is

least

a

state

of mind

familiar to Existentialists.
This is what is called nihilism
... the spirit which presides over
"Beatnik" parties and all other
"cool" activities and inactivities.
Now, where the European Ex istentialism faced and rebelled
against this treat of nihilism as
"middle class
well as against
chrome -plated values," the "Beatniks" seem to me to have succumbed to both. Because their
became defeat ism
"fed-uppism"
rather than a revolt, the "Beatniks" succumbed to those same
"chrome-plated values" which they
only in their
say they detest
worst forms.
In essence, "Beatnik" parties
are no different from those of
the bored and depraved *pg.
ments of the upper middle class
In any large American city.
Their cynicism and promiscuous
attitude towards human values
only emphasizes %shut the tired
and bored "respectable" rich
have been feeling and doing
%hen not playing their desolate

non -conformity is a fraud.
Notwithstanding all a ppea rances, "Bratnikism" is sheepish
conformism.
Nihilism, which threatens to
annul the existing individual, is
no enemy of the "Beatster." With
them death is welcomed. Freud’s
"death instinct" has won out. Here
the existing individual is entirely
swallowed up by the smog of the
impersonal, the anonymous, the i
trivial, the banal.

COMPLETE CAPITULATION
The very words they employ
... "Man!" ..,"It" .., expresses
this utter and complete capitulation of the individual to the suI have been asked the quespine and unique Thing, The detion: What connection is there
personification of the individual is
between American "Beatnikism"
complete.
and European philosophical, literThis American form of capitulaary and artistic movement known
tion to nihilism may be a transias Existentialism?
tory phenomenon. But the threat
Because of "Beatnikism’s" lack
of nihilism and the serious Exof a coherent body of theory, its
istentialist’s mobilization against
confusing and discordant origins
it .
. is not.
and chatotic membership it would
Nihilism is loss of faith in
appear at first view to bear no
all values. It is III/40 of faith In
relation at all to the European
all institutional programs and
movement.
promises for the meaning of inMENTAL HODGE-PODGE
dividual exiatence. It is a loss of
faith in all legislated truths and
But a more careful examination
goodness uhich appropriate of
of this hodge-podge of mental leroles.
the whole of a living man in exSo, too, the "Beatnik" claim to
thargy, sex orgies, Buddhist iliumchange for empty slogans . . .
de!.th . . . or nothing at all.
Nihilism is the impending "IBMization" of a man’s soul, the subteranean yielding to hypocritical
living where everything is done
for appearances . . . for "getting
along" . . . making money
. .
being liked lay others .. . holding
on to power . . . keeping ow&
Job . . . "playing the game" . .
being a "good fellow." (to be conTwo super highways of progress will juoction Friday evening as tinued).
San Jose State holds its first -Salute to Industry Day," in recognition of the substantial contributions made to the college by regional
business and industry.
since 1941, when the Greater San Jose Chamber of Commerce
started its program to entice industry to this area, there has
been an influx of 287 new industries to the San Jose region.
These businesses represent a capital Investment of 231 millions
of dollars and are responsible for the creation of more than
30,000 new Jobs for manufacturing employees.
In direct relationship to the progress in industry has been the
mushroom expansion of San Jose State College.
In 1944, the college had an enrollment of 2963 students. The
latest figures for the Fall of this year show that more than 13,000
The recent wave of theft and
regular and part-time students are enrolled.
vandalism that has struck San
COLLEGE EXPANDS WITH INDUSTRY
Jose State fraternal and living
Just as area businesses have expanded, so has the college. From
groups has reached the proporan institution which was mainly concerned with training teachers,
tions of a major problem, accordit has become a base of supply from which employers in the area
ing to Robert S. Martin, associate
can draw trained and competent employees in numerous fields.
dean of stodents.
Mutual cooperation between the college anal industry has
-There long has been a highbeen rampant and the "Salute to Industry Day" is SJS’s way of
spirited exchange of property conshowing its appreciation.
fiscation among the sororities and
Pres. and Mrs. John T. Wahlquist have personally invited more
fraternities," he said.
than 100 top executives from Santa Clara County industries, and their
"Bad in the past, such properwives, to be guests at a 6 p.m. dinner at the cafeteria before the SJSly always has been re-turned.
Iowa State football game.
The thefts anal damage of ValuThe guest list will include, besides the industrialists, members
able pieces of property which
of the college advisory board, the administrative staff of the college,
has occurred lately would seem
the athletic department staff and members of the Spartan Foundation,
to be a cliffs-rent matter,. espeHELP ESTABLISH CLOSE RELATIONSHIP
chilly since boarding houses and
Following the dinner, a short informal program will be presented
living groups have been hit
to help establish closer personal relationships between the representaalso."
tives of industry and the college administrators.
A police escort will convoy the party to the Spartan StaItems such as television sets,
dium where a special section has been reserved at the 5.15 -Iowa
hi -fidelity phonographs and difState football game.
ferent articles of furniture are
Roger S. Muzzy, hand director, will present a special musical’ among the rep)rted losses, as well
program at the halftime ceremonies to honor the occasion. Other en- as property eariage. The lawlesstertainment will follow the "salute" theme.
ness has prompted action on the
College officials say that consideration is being given to make part of such organizations as the
the program an annual affair.
interfraternity Council and the
Panhellenic Council.
Capitulation to Nihilism
. .
or Revolt Without Gate by Dr.
Arturo
Faille,
professor
of
philosophy.

College, Industry
Join in Progress

Vandalism,
Thefts Reach
Record High

Wahlquist To Speak
At Dinner Tonight
-Future
College"
Pres
at

Developments

will

be

the

of

subject

the
of

faculty mei-rhers
the college.

and

friends

John T. Wahlquist’s speech

the

annual

pot

luck

dinner

sponsored by the Patrons of San
Jose State College tonight at 6:30

is predicted be-

dicted for today.
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low

teat-en 35-15. No vvinds are pre-

Official Inspec+s
Home Ec Club

At a recent meeting of the joint
IFC-Panhellenic executive committee, the problem was discussed. Suggestions were made to improve the situation, such as better
house security in the form of
locked doors and less carelessness.
of

It was suggented also that a
list of missing items be COM.
piled and ciretilated among the
campus living groupie so that
es erynne will he aware of what
has been taken.
The vandalism problem is scheduled to come up for consideration I
In IFC meetings and in further
executive committee action.

The SJS chapter of l’hi Upsilon
in the Women’s Gym.
The program will include selec- Omicron, national professional hotions by the a cappella choir, di- norary society for students in
rected by William .1. Erlendsen, home economics, is being inspected
Dean Martin said that the careprofessor of music, and a light this week by Mrs. Pearl Wheaton, less attitude that has prevailed
Thumb national counselor for District 1. in the past is partly responsible
comedy
number,
"The
Mrs Wheaton will meet the ac- for what is happening. "Now that
Skulls," by members of Chi Omega. Also, Robert S. Martin, asso- tive chapter on campus tomorrow people are sensitive and aware
ciate dean of students, wil: report and she will visit the alumnae that the problem exists, their conon students loan funrot, a service chapter during its supper meeting tinued care and watchfulness is
tamorrove evening at Carlmont the best solution to what has been
sponsored by the Patrm,s.
The affa’. is open to students, High School in Belmont
going on," he said.

Eight Clubs
Face Fines
From Court
Ca in p u S
organizations.
These
pay $3 fines or lose campus groups are the student branch of
recognition for not attending a Institute of Aeronautical Science,
mass meeting of recognized organ- Gamma Delta, and Independent
izations Oct. 31.
Wumen’s Housing Council.
Eight campus groups may have

:o

The announcement was made
yesterday at the Student Council
meeting by Dick Christiana, chief
Justice of Student Court
Christiana said -if they (groups,
feel that they have been charged
unjustly, they are to appear before court at 3 pm. Dec. 2 to present their cases."

Modern Works
Characterize
SJS Concert

Groups failing to attend the
meeting were: Gamma Pi Epsilon, Pi Kappa Alpha. Radio and
By JOYCE FLORES
Tele% isein 5smilel, Sigoi
-its
I Cs
Works by three contemporary
Urging higher bids fear his "slaves," Blue Key. member Don ManChi, Signia Pi Alpha, Sports (’Sr
composers were played by the San
ton extols the virtues of the second group aucti
41 yesterday
(’lash, Student Christian Council
Jose State Symphony Orchestra,
at the Faculty Auction. Being sold are ’illiani .1
Dusel, %lee
and
the
Tri
"C"
Club.
president; Helen Barker, h
roming attendant ; and Dr. 1.041ell
during their performances Nov.
Purpose of the meeting was to 18 and 19 at the Music Building
I auctioneer, Varve)a
%%’alter, chief couittielor. Bob Toting, .4’1
Spisztafoto.
the "slaves."
distribute copies of the new Or- Concert Hall.
ganizational Handbook and review
Conductor was Mr. Gibson Walthe current rules about activities ters.
of campus groups.
The compositions were " ’OzyGROUPS WARNED
mandias,’ Symphonic Reflections"
Bill Douglas, chairman of the by Walter Aschaffenburg. "ConStudent Activities Board, warned certo No. 3 in C’ Major for Plano
before the meeting that ASH by - and Orchestra. op. 26" by Sergel
laws state that a group must send Prokofiev. and "Overture to an
a representative to the meeting Italian Comedy" by Arthur Ben or lose their campus recognition.
A total of $161.03 was earned ma Kappa, Sigma Kappa and Pi
The most modern In style was
IN OTHER ACTION
for Campus Chest by the Faculty Kappa Alpha, Kappa Alpha Theta
"Ozymandlas."
Student Council failed to come Aschaffenburg’s
Delta
and Sigma Phi /.._Thsilon,
Auction held yesterday at 12:30
up with an ASH attorney at yes- which was based on Shelley’s sonKappa
Zeta and Kappa Alpha,
net by the same name. To the
p.m. in the Outer Quad.
terday’a meeting
Kappa Gamma and Delta Sigma
Instead, the Council decided to I composer, Sheljey’s subject repreBringing forth tire highest bid, Phi, Kappa Delta and Sigma Chi.
by Chi Omega sorority, was the Delta Gamma and Theta Chi, Al- delay the appointment until it sents twentieth century materialism. He voiced his theme in the
fourth group to be auctioned. Ro- pha Phi anal Theta Zi, Alpha Omi- meets again in two weeks.
rising orchestral tension which
"Applications for ASK attorbert Baron, assistant to the dean cron Pi and Lambda Chi Alpha,
climaxed toward the end of the
ney vain be open for another two
of students: and LaDonna Schulz, Phi Mu and Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
piece.
weeks." is as the pre ’i1’
I apHomecoming attendant.
Alpha Chi Omega and Alpha Tau
Dissonance and atonality were
proved by the Council before It
Pres, John T. Wahiquist linil
Omega. Chi Omega and Delta Upcharacteristic of this piece.
adjourved In the Stiiiient Union.
O’Brien,
silon
partner
Sheila
his
Dick Robinson, president of the
It %VHS followed by a fade-out
Homecoming QIIPell attendant.
student body, explained to Coun- on the strings underscored by a
highest
t lie
second
brought
cil members that more time was rhyt hmic isat.
amount for the "kitty." Thc,
neisied for interviewing applicants
The last part of the piece rewill hash at the Delta Sigma
The Council also tabled until turned to the mood and thematic
l’hi fraternity house-.
Neasly selected representatives next meeting recognition of three materials of the slow introduction.
Delta Gamma sorority hid $1.’6,
Star performer of the concert
the third highest amount, and won of the California State Employee’s
was Joan Goodwin, solo pianist
Assoc., will meet for an orientathe hashing services of the sevfor the orchestra’s third number,
enth group to he auctioned. Serv- tion training conference Saturday
"Concerto for Piano and Orching the DGs will be Mrs. Izetta in Centennial Hall.
Regional
directors,
The !Ionic Economics Chib will estra." A senior music major, Mica
alternate
Pritchard, housing counselor and
a
Dr. Karl Mueller,’ associate pro- regional directors and all incom- visit the Hawaiian (Dole Pineap- Gixxiwin has won lithiens and Mu
ing officers for the seventh region ple Co. at Fifth and Virginia Phi Epsilon scholarships.
fessor of psychology.
Miss GOOdWif1.5 playing blended
Dr. Stanley Benz, dean of stu- are expected to attend the meet- streets tomorrow evening.
Home economist Patricia Collier very smoothly with the rest of the
dents, and Robert Martin, asso- ing.
Local program coordinator will present a demonstration and orchestra. Her keen sense of
ciate dean of students, promised
entertainment for their "masters" Thomas E. Leonard, head of the show the club members through rhythm was reflected In her body
movements.
if they bid more than $15 on the Aeronautic* Department, extend- the test kitchen
two deans. The Alpha Phi soror- ed an invitation to all (’SEA memity will be entertained by the Air bers to attend the regional conas well as being served by them. ference.

Chest Nets 161
From Slave Sale’

CSEA Members
Plan Conference

Home Economics Club
Visits Cannina Plant

United Press International

Sororities and fraternities
ceons
will hold exehange lunh
and dinners this steek nith proceeds earmarked for the Campus Cheat Drive.
Benefit exchanges will he held
by Gamma Phi Beta and Phi Sig-

Rally Rescheduled
For Tomorrow

t’omittee has
changed the date of the rally from
11:30 a.m, today to 12 noon tomorrow, according to Laurie Mastmfini, publicity chairman.
Activities will lake place on the
:awn between the Science Build-rig and the Library
Song girls, cheerleaders and the
Associated Women Students S’, hi
i pep band will be present to help
honor faculty women and foreign bolster spirit for the SJS-Iowa
women students with a tea today State game to be played tomorrow
from 3:30 to 5:30 in the faculty night.
dining room of the Cafeteria, acTheme of half-time activities
cording to Janet Power and Pat will be -Salute to Industry." The
Moriarty. AWS co-chairmen,
marching band and card stunt secAll women students are invited tin win ,aclinate
activities..
to atteni;, Miss Power added. Sre
said entertainment will be pros::
eat by the foreign women student

AWS Honors
Women Today

Freshmen Introduce
New Campus Paper

Turkey Trot
Deadline for Turkey Trot entries has been evtended until
tamorron. according to Roc IA’ sin, activitica coardinaliir
111 entry blanks must he
turned in by I pm. to the student Union, turkes Trot booth,
in the Outer Quad or the Alpha
Phi Omega house at 510 N.
see rand street
Treat sill be held at 12:30
p en. TlIellIal.

rise-

On Nov. 18--at approximately
7:30 -a baby was born on the San
JOSP S111 te Camps.
It 101 doing very nicely. aecard.

Reds Interfere U.S.
The United
WASHINGTON
States accused Russia yesterday
of "massive interference in German affairs." State Department
press officer Lincoln White said
the Soviet Union was guilty on
this count because of -Its effect
to maintain by armed force domiruition over a large part of the
Gorman people."
53 DIE IN ’SHIP GRAVEYARD’
CHARLEVOIX, Mich. - - Two
survivors were rescued yesterday
from the sunken cargo ship Carl
!D. Bradley that foundered in a
wild storm in the "graveyard of
ships" in the northern reaches of
But the wind Lake Michn an.
Hashed waters apparently claimed
the laves of 33 other men, induct.
ing the captain, Roland Bryan.
of Loudonville. N Y.
LAS VEGAS WOES CALLAS

LAS VEGAS--Stormy DIVA Ma
rim Callas can come to the Tropithe
parents
proud
Ing to its
cana nightclub to sing if the Me.
Freshman Class.
tropolitan Opera Company doesn’t
The baby is A Spartan Baby
want her. T. M. Schimberg. presi--and is a newaprifer to be pubdent of the nightspot, said he has
lished at least tee,) more times by
sent the temperamental singer as
freshmen as their official class
telegram offering a weekly salary
newspaper
in -foe figures" for her appearSpartan Baby was distributed
ance at the Tropicana
for the first time at !he class rally
--Student
the
held Tuesday night in
KNIGHTS IN PLIGHT
Union and, accordinr. to Editor
SACRAMENTO 41ov and Mrs.
Joan retersen. it vas met with
Goodwin J. Knight left San Franclass approval.

!eke() at 9 this morning for HonoIlulu where the governor will attend the Western Governor’s Con t ference. They
2R at S a an.

will

return

Nov.

OFFER TV RCM COMMIE
SAN FRANCISCO
A 15 -week
course in conversational Russian
will be offered on San Francisco’s
educational TV channel beginning
tomorrow,
slat ion
KQED
announces The half-hour lessons are
from 7 30 to R pm.

w

tit

e

Although history MII:Off
may try to convince
you that the
Dark Ages were
so named because
if was knight time,
heed them not.
Believe only their
assurance that
desert boots from
R A are tops in
comfort at only
I 2 95

Roos/Atkins
First a? Rente

CIa,.

U

2SPARTAN DAILY

LITTLE MAtic."CAMPUS c72’ Dr. Kaucher Reads Editor Issues Pia
’Favorites’ Today For Scarce ’Lykes’ ’

Thursday. November 20, 19M ’

ve Daily Comment

Dr. Dorothy Kelleher. professor
emeritus of speech, will present a
program of readings at 4 p.m. today in the Studio Theater of the
Speech and Drama Building. She
has titled the program, "A Potpouri of Favorite Readings."
Dr. Kaucher retired in 1957 after 27 years on the college faculty.
She was largely responsible for
developing the curriculum in the
oral interpretation of literature in
the department.
A native of Missouri, Dr. Kaucher is a graduate of the University of Missouri with a Ph.D.
from Cornell University. She is
the author of two books describing her experiences as a pioneer
airline passenger.
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Editorial

Homecoming Floats or Decorations?
When Homecoming rolls around again next fall,
don’t

be

enceis

surprised
held

paradeif

if the

minus

the

usual

large

still

in

exist-

number

;s simple:

reason

izations

losing

are

viewed

for

in

weeks

few

a

Many SJS Greek

interest

several

dollars and

spending

organ-

hundreds

building floats which

minutes,

then

left

to

the

autumn winds.
And
ance

at

with

Homecoming

SJS

each

Homecoming

returning

year,

increasing

another

traditionally

nostalgically

greeting old friends.

and

years.

The

days

Many

interest

in

Greek

building

house

the parade.
have

voiced

decorations

their

replace

to

floats.

They argue these decorations would create

nearly

as

much

interest

as

the

parade,

which

The towering evergreens between the Library and the Speech
and Drama buildings are coast
There are five modern language redwoods.
organizations on campus. They
are El Circulo Castellano (Spanish), German Club (Deutscher
Verein). Iota Delta Phi (French)
OCTANE
ETHYL-100
and Sigma Delta Pi (Spanish) and
the newly-formed Russian Club,

is

poorly supported downtown anyway.
in

to

is

their

a

arises

of grads

mister

and

who

immediately head

for "the house."

could

be

viewed

for

several

alumni,

happy

less money

the

a

and

Lowest Gas Prices ’,"2:n

minimum of work.
Many

This especially is true of fra-

sorority alumni

decorations

days and more emphasis would be centered in
househence

time

alma

The

import-

problem

for Greeks: What: to do with alumni?

ternity

a float for
organizations

are spent preparing

The
of

past few

grads during the

preceding Homecoming and the actual event itself

of

floats.

are

SJS Greeks virtually have been forced to neglect

these

Midwest

homecoming

in

and

this

Eastern

manner.

colleges

We

feel

celebrate
it’s

worth
4

thinking about here too.GCS.

ADDInON /0 gE6t.11.-A(Z ’TEACHING A5iGNMEN15
FACULTY MEM9E025 ARE EPF.C:TI,"T
CI IR’
IN

-

-’6

A14

of the
press can be comparable, as a
public evil. to its denial.
Justice Ferdinand Peeora.
-

WATCH YOUR TOES .
By

HUGH

abuse

of

freedom

McGRAW

COSSIOPOLITANIZATION?
What with a new jazz -coffee shop, an opera-featuring Italian
restaurant and a new Hofbrau, San Jose may finally be ridding itself Dr. Fallico Speaks
of its srnalltoisn garments. All it needs now are 100,000 cosmopolitan Dear Thrust and Parry.
inhabitants and a Main Street to replace the Alley.
After recent articles about ’Eric
Nord in the Spartan Daily, I find
INHALE, PLEASE
it necessary to straighten out a
The unofficial decision to increase the gasoline tax rate seems bit of
contemporary campus histo be just one more argument against buying Detroit’s gas devouring
tory.
Some
time ago I was apdemons. An acquaintance (I have no friends) bought a small, econproached by students on whether
omy car the other day which features a new fuel-saving device.
I would be willing to discuss the
Once in traffic, an air scoop on the front of the auto begins
so-called Beat movement with Mr.
sucking in exhaust fumes from other larger models, condenses the
Nord who, supposedly, was about
tiny particles of unburnt gas and then feeds its own engine. They
to make an appearance on camsay it’s guaranteed to get 20 miles per mile of following a Cadillac.
pus. I expressed my doubts as to
whether he would be allowed to
WHAT A VIEW
come here, but did not hesitate to
The Ad lads are really stretching things in using their little say that if he came here I would
"hidden persuaders" The following advertisement appeared in the be more than milling to meet
with
local press: "Get the new Philcraft ’Miss America’ television console him before our students.
Now:"
I explained also that I conThat part was fine. The description of the set sounded like
Oscar. Levant’s comments on Jayne Mansfield: "exclusive 5-speaker sider it an important part of
wrap-around sound . . . swivel base . . . new, short semi -flat tube! my responsibilities as a teacher
and Predicta chassis . . . pop-up tuner . . . and this ono’s the killer to do what I can to encourage
critical thinking among my stu. . . 335 square inches of viewable area.
dents on any subject; whatever
happens to be of concern to
HOW TO
them. The ImItation-beatsterism
Econ professor Dr. Andrew Lassen had a stickler. Driving home
which shows up on our campus
from school recently, he stopped tit pick up a well -dressed, reserved and Is obvious to all made the
looking, elderly hitchhiker. In the ensuing discussion Dr. Lassen
thing even more timely. So I
discovered that the man, who apparently couldn’t afford a bus ticket,
Said. "Bring him on!"
had come into town to check and re-invest some $16,000 in securities.
In this there was nothing of
Moral: Hitchhike!
any challenge to public debate di---SHHH!
rected (of all people) at Mr.
The press is frequently criticized Nord. I do like to choose my
for making mountains from mole "friendly opponents" for any suCh
hills. In the case of the Beatniks, public encounters. Mr. Nord, for
BEST GAS PRICES
the press is accused of making all that I know, neither is, nor
IN SAN JOSE
something from nothing. It is said would (I imagine) pretend to be
AT
that they created and fostered the theoretician of the movement
SECOND & WILLIAM
this Beat Generation. Thus, if the known as Beatsterism From what
press had not given mention, the I have read Mr. Nord hardly can
thing would not exist.
distinguish between an idea and
So, in compliance with this the- a visceral rumble. There is no
ory. I want to start a campaign point in dialectic where ideas canCLEANING
Let
to NOT mention certain things I not be examined on both sides.
REPAIRING
Manuel
RECOR1NG
Do If dislike. Today, I choose not to
But apart from this, Mr. Nord’s
mention blankety-blank. There, I
448 So, First St.
CY 3.5708
position in the Beatster movedidn’t mention it.
ment is ambiguous to say the
least. Whoever or whatever is reAuthorized Dealer
sponsible for creating the impression that he is the spokesman for
the movement is ill-informed. The
Entered as second class matter Ap.,1 24,
truth of the matter is that nobody
1934. at San Jose, Calif., under the act
knows exactly whO could speak
1435 The Alameda CV 3-9766
of March 3, 1879.
Member Califonia
for the beatsters in any coherent
Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
Published daily by Associated Student, and articulate fashion. Is it Kerof San Jose State College, scept Satouac? Is it Rexroth? Is it Henry
urday and Sunday, during college year
Miller? Is it James Dean? Is it
with one issue during leech final exismi
13orihidharma, Sarte, my aunt
nation period.
U.S. NAVAL RESERVE Subscriptions accptsd only an a re. Michelina? Who is it?
nsainder.of-school year basis.
In fall
MN AND MISSION
An it is. my willingness to
semester, $4: in spring semester, $2.
eons ere.. still, Mr. Nord "ant Every Thursday Night
CV 4-6414Editorial Ens. 210. Adv. 211.
where. an3time" and, perhaps,
Press of Globe Printing Co.
EDITOR
JOHN SALAMIDA to straighten him out on a few
MIKE JOHNSON
DAY EDITOR
things, Mill goers. Hut certainly
BUSINESS MANAGER
not as a public exhibit, under
See Our Selection
KEN LICHTENSTEIN,
the title of a "debate."
rif
IRENE YAMAMURA
NEWS EDITOR
GEORGE SKELTON
Santa Cruzer Wool Shirts
Above all, I do not discommode
COPY DESK CHIEF
LOLA SHERMAN
. Ralph Chatoien myself to visit his "pad" for such
Sports Co -Editors
Bulky Knit Sweaters
Lou Lucie a thing ... or did he mean his
Gayle Montgomery cell?
for campus and ski wear
..... Hugh McGraw
Friture CoEditors
Arturo B. Fallico
Barbara Luett
Professor of’ Philosophy.
......... Arlen
Socity Editor

1

From Other Campuses - -. I

SPEC IAL RATES FOR
Large Group Orders
Fraternities
Sororities
402 W. Santa Clara
CV 7-0857

WORK OF ART
by

Sacramento State College . . . "The Hornet" informs us that
treatment for spider bites is the most frequent service supplied by’
the student health center at this time of year.

ART CLEANERS
398 L SANTA CLARA

El Camino College . . . Construction has begun on the new Applied Arts building. The structure will house the cosmetology, power
sewing and vocatoinal drafting sections. The building will rise to a
height of two stories and will cost $50,000.
University of California, Berkeley . . . used their IBM machine’
to come up with the following percentages:

SWEATERS &

HOUR

SERVICE

Where Servings Are Large
And Prices Are Right

leer

Los Angeles Valley College . . . is going to lose its student body
president. Carl Bedwell is submitting his resignation because he
dropped below 12 units of college work.
This is the first time in Valley’s history that a president has had
to resign from office.

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUS,Edail

546 S. 2nd. St.Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

English: MAN WHO SQUANDERS
HIS LUCKIES

English

English

Thinklish translation: When this gent
gives someone the shirt off his back, he
throws in free laundry service. In passing around the cigarettes, he knows no
peerit’s "Want a Lucky, pal? Keep
the carton!" The man’s really a walking
testimonial to the honest taste of fine
tobacco (he buys 247 packs of Luckies
a day). Thing is, he gives 246 away
which makes him a bit of a tastrel!

Spartanailli

BOASTFUL

URCHIN

English:

5%
DISCOUNT
with your
ASB CARD

SPECIALTY

I

Sahara Oil Co.

RALEIGH
PAUL’S CYCLES

CASHMERE COATS

OUP

Of the 3781 students who drive to the campus every day, 45 per
cent park their cars on the south side of the campus and 30 per cent
park on the north side. Twenty-five per cent of the students attending the University drive to school; six per cent ride in automobiles
and 58 per cent walk.

S. J. Radiator Service

20 STATIONS
4th & William -6th & Keyes

across from Normand,,

University of Oregon . . . dormitories are worth more than
$300.000 per year in salaries, food purchases and miscellaneous expenditures for the Eugene community.

4f*

OCTANE
REG.-90
Cigarettes 18;
All Major Oils-38: qt.

elimaCTSIROLF

Today’s Wisdom
No

The successful sale id Lyke ma.
galine last week has become somewhat of a problem for Editor Bob
Kauth.
It seems that he has received a
request from the office of Pres.
John T. Wahlquist for eight additional copies, but it came after
the campus feature magazine had
sold out.
Diligent searching by the staff
produced only one spare copy and
Kauth is issuing a plea for students who wish to offer their spare
copies to President Wahlquist to
bring them to the Lyke office in
the Journalism building.

BLUE-BLOODED

SOPORIFIC SPEECHMAKING

Thinkfish: BORATORY
ARTHUR PRINCE. MEMPHIS 11AIL U

HOUSE PET

English:

RUBBER

HOT DOG

NEED MONEY?

lioffmah;:i

46 S. Market

(Cconer

of Po.,)

Fine Arts Co -Editors ..._
Wire Editor
hero
Editor
; licking, Ed,tor

Phil Geiger
Estella Co.
Treat:Ile
________.Mary Goetz
.._....Ray Heiser

ft
IItire

e WORLD of FUN1
Travel with

SITA

Unbelievable tow Coo

Eurout

SPECIAL OFFER!
"The COOP will give a free
cup of coffee for every
3-horned Filibigus brought
in this week! -

SPARTAN
FOUNTAIN
Basement, Student Union

Ildg.

60 oar. ..r.! a.

43-65 IWO

lie
Tut

BRAGAMUFFIN
Thinkl.sh,

DONALD KNUDSEN HARVARD

SPEAK THINKLISH!

MAKE $25

414,,
Ith,
<el leg* trodo.
Al.. low .0 trips it

Mach.
$169 up. Satoh Arnerua $6910,.p,
Mown. Study Tow $S49 up 014
Around ii,e Wwld 31791 up.
Ask Yew Trove! Agent
113 IOW Sant

ITAWall* 2 &it
OMR Min, tat.
tuna

PRANKFURTER
OF MINES
MISSOURI SCHOOL
CHARLES CRAIG,
Thinklish

ARISTOCAT

EDWARD SULLIVAN. C.0 N Y.

English:

SHOT -PUTTING

AWARD

Just put, two words together to barn a new
one. Thinklish is so easy you’ll think of dozens
of new words in seconds! We’ll pay $25 each
for the hundreds of Thinklash words judged
hestand we’ll feature many in our college
ads. Send your Thinklish words (with translations) to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon,
N. V. Enclose your name, address, college or
university and class.
Thinklish. THROVVRHY
s.LIDLA KENT

$645

Otiot
$9gg

sumo’.
o LEs

Thinklish

Get the genuine article

STATE ti.

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
Arnhad

cie:47 114astition ,...Ineseco-eara7

13 our noddle narne"

Victory Needed For Winning Season
SJSv Gridders’ 4-4 Mark May Dip cpaptatt cpept4
Against Iowa State ’Backfield’ Line
By LOU LUCIA
SJS’ fate of having a winning
or losing season depends on tomorrow night’s outcome when the
Spartans collide with the Iowa
State Cyclones.
Clinging to a 4-4 mark, the
Spartans either will go over or
dip under the .300 average. The
Cyclones will try to stop the
heralded pass attack of the Spartans by using a hard rushing line.
Harry Burrell, advance man
for the Cyclones, states that
every lineman on the first team
was a running buck in high
school. It is easy to see why
the line is so light, spanning
194 lbs. across for the seven
men. because they were formerly backs.
Even to the uninformed it is
reasonable that former backfield

men make the swiftest line. Two
powerful men here are Arden
Esslinger, a former all -state fullback in Iowa and Larry Van Der
Heyden, an all -state back from
Illinois.
SECOND BEST
Easlinger is proclaimed the best
center in the Big Eight behind
Oklahoma’s Bob Harrison, the latter a possible All-American choice.
Burrell says Van Der Heyden is
the best sophomore taekle in the
conference.

Frosh Grid Squad
Out To Win Finale
One of SJS’ best frosh grid campaigns will be clitnaxed tomorrow
night at Napa J.C. as the Sparta babes battle the Chief frosh squad
In an 8 p.m. season Dilate.
Spartan yearlings hold a 5-1
record, with wins over Treasure
Island Navy. McClellan AFB, San
Francisco State JV, Cal Poly and
COP. Plagued by injuries, the
trash lost to Fresno.
Coach Max Coley’s men will be
at full strength for the contest
as they try for their sixth win of
the season against a club that
holds a 3-5 record.

HEADQUARTERS
for
PIPE SMOKERS
Tired of smoking
’Ole Horse Stall No. 38?’
Give yourself a lift
try our Domestic and
Imported Tobaccos
also
PIPES & ACCESSORIES,
Magazines and Pocket Books

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP
339 So. First

IC, DU Top IFC
IL Race Still Hot
FRATERNITIES
W L
8 I
Delta Upsilon
Theta Chi
8 2
Alpha Tau Omega
7 2
Kappa Alpha
6 2
Sigma Alpha Ep.
5 4
4 4
Sigma Chi
Delta Sigma Phi
4 4
Theta Xi
4 5
Sigma Phi Epsilon
3 4
3 7
Lambda Chi Alpha
2 7
Phi Sigma Kappa
0 9
Sigma No
W L
INDEPENDENTS
8 0
The Group
9 I
PiKA Alum
8 1
Loom Ends
B I
Yanagans
7 2
Kirby’s Killers
Thir Zoo
6 4
5 3
Good Brothers
4 6
Newman Knights
3 6
Beier Hall
. 2 8
ROTC
2 7
567 Lodge
Outcasts
2 7
Ground Gainers
0 10
0 10
Spartan Seven

T
0
0
0
1
0
I
0
0
2
0
0
0
T
2
0
1
1
0
0
I
0
I
0
0
0
0
0

Pts. Pct.
8 .887
8 .800
7 .778
61/2.667
5 .556
41/2.444
4 .500
4 .444
4 .333
3 .300
7 .222
0 .000
Pts. Pct.
9 1.000
9 .900
81/2.eoo
81/2 800
7 .778
6 .600
51/2.556
4 .400
31/2.300
2 .200
2 .222
2 .221

g gro Promotional

IN ENN
GROUP

HE

a

CY 7-4653

DWIGHT NICHOLS
. . . third top rusher in nation

MIKA?
new sound in modern music
have You heard

PACK’S .11 ?ff’s’i
Well, almost all famous
people eat at the . . .

BURGER HOUSE
Plus
Hamburgers
Chili & Beans
buth to take

THE

BURGER

Iowa State’s opposition actually hasn’t passed much because
of the harassing Iowa State
line. Burrell explains that the
Cyclones do not use stereotype
line rushes but keep the offensive passer loose.
Dwight 4Big Wind) Nichols is
third in the nation in rushing offense. The Cyclones use 75 per
cent rushing plays and pass just
to spread the defense to allow for
more running.
FLIP-HAPPY
The Spartans, however, are
probably the most flip-happy team
in the nation. (Every engineering
major knows that the shortest
distance between two points is a
forward pass). The SJS quarterbacks have completed 53 per cent
of their 236 tosses.
Bob Harden, two-year letterman and 183 lb. fullback, has
played all year with a dislocated shoulder. Burrell nays
Harden can’t move his arm more
than four inches from his body
and as a result plays little defense.
Mike Fitzgerald, wingback, is
used mostly for blocking assignments but on reverses can swish
the 100 in 9.8. As a team, the
Ames, Iowa crew is likely to reoover the greater percentage of
opponents fumbles.
FUMBLE GOBBLERS
The Iowa Staters have gobbled
up 22 of 32 loose pigskins. Spartan mentor Bqb Titchenal is keeping his fingers crossed; hoping
the fumble luck holds out for one
more game. The locals have only
lost three of 14 fumbles all year.
Ron Earl, SJS’ starting renter until last week, regained his
old berth. Herb Yamasaki Is to
see action at the guard posiIf Earl isn’t real
tion and
sharp be ready to take over
snapping chorea.
Ray Norton’ will take over for
the injured Oneal Cuterry, "Mr.
Rapidity" will be starting his first
game this year and will stretch
his legs from the tight back spot.
Norton has been improving with
each contest and has been particularly adept at upending runners while on defense.
Dick Erler and Ken McNeese
will take over line positions for
the injured Bill Atkins and Chuck
Ennis.

24c
20c

out.

HOUSE

338 E. Santa Clara (next to miniature golf)

Meet
On Tap Sunday
For Judo Team

" ABSORBING DRAMA OF
SIN AND RETRIBUTION!"-c.

NUS

DULTERESS
MIK IMMO Cu, "WOW

PLUC
"THE THIRD MAN"

ClAW

20TH

MARIO LANZA
Seven Hills of Rome
CONFIVENTIAL’

Cl US
"SERENADE"

Known For Good Food
At Bohannoo’s featuring Charcoal Broiled Steaks and Prime Ribs,

Ray Norton
compliments Ray Norton for
b. Cne t’s.;^ct
1401 So. First at Alma

Spartan boaters will play their last game of the season, Saturday, against San Francisco City College at Spartan Stadium.
The San Franciscans presently hold down second place in this
Northern California Intercollegiate Soccer Conference, behind powerful USF.

LINEMAN

City College was defeated by USF, Saturday, 3-0. This was
the lowest score compiled by any opponent against the vaunted Dons
to date this season. Earlier, Cal
had managed to "hold" USF to a
0-5 score.
Last week the Spartans defeated Santa Clara to register their
SJS’ varsity polo squad is prefirst win of the season. SJS now
paring for defense of its state
has three points in the NCISC.
championship which will be testPreviously the Spartans tied Cal ed Saturday at S. F. State,
1-1 at Spartan Stadium,
The Spartans face the possibilBob Meyers scored two goals ity of being one of two teams
for the Spartans with Dan Estrada seeded for the tourney. Long
and Perry Weddle adding the Beach is the other possibility,
’Long Beach was defeated reother markers.
cently by USC, 7-3. The Spartans
Julie
comh
cMenendez,
aoC
I lost an 11-7 tussle with the Troy
menting on the game. said, "It Kix early in the season.

THE WEEK

Ot

Polo Splashers
Prep for Playoff

was a team effort and everyone
played well." Saturday’s tussle
with the Broncos represented the
first time the booters were able
to muster anything that resembled an offensive attack.
The steady Spartan defense
showed its consistency, allowing
only one Bronco marker.
Tenatively Menendez listed the
following as his starting lineup;
Ron Thompson, goal; Garvin
Kelly, left halfback; Gerhard
Wenzel, right fullback; Bernard
Aronstam, right half; Dan Estrada, center half; George Sanders, left half; Emilio Rubi, left
wing; Mary Rodriguez, inside left;
Bob Meyers, center forward; Armando Moreno, inside right; Perry
Weddle, right wing.

PHONE NOW FOR YOUR
FREE
LESSON
ylre

Herb Yamasaki has been chosen
Lineman of the Week by ti-e
aching staff for his outstand
play against the Fresno State Buirtorts.

Herb Yarnasaki

GOLDEN STATE
COMPANY

Compliments to Herb Yarn
saki for his fine play.
111111111111MM

Patronize Our Advertisers
Freeman’s Archery Shop Announces Opening of Their New Department

FREEMAN’S SKI SHOP
SAN JOSE’S ONLY SKI SPECIALISTS; NEW EQUIPMENT IN SALES I RENTA:S
FREEMAN’S GIFT CERTIFICATE
Good for $1 ski merchandise credit on
any item purchased. Good ’til December
31, 1958.

Hartl Meller
Famous Sugar Bess
Nov. 18, 20, 25
Dec. 2, 4, 9
Another FREEMAN’S Service

SNOW TOURS--Group or individual via Mrs or train.
FREEMAN’S will help plan your trip. ACT IMMEDIATELY
Repain? Bring them in NOW! WATCH for our ski
bulletins.
SKI SPECIALISTS AND CUSTOM ARCHERY

FREEMAN’S SKI SHOP
1140 THE Al

AMMA

CYp,os%

5Th

mosher’s.
13)touldor Trousers
editing Shorts

WE FEATURE .

TAPERse
WHIP CORDS
Hard wearing, wash and wear, wrinkle -resistant fabric.
NATURAL and ANTELOPE

$6.95

POLISHED COTTONS
Trim fit, flapped back pockets. CHARCOAL,
ANTELOPE, NATURAL
$4.95
Browse through our wash pant collection which
also includes cords, buffs, gabs and moleskins.

CLEARANCE SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS

MAYFAIR

AND SANTA CLARA
Dit,pv’s
"White Wilderness"

SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS ON BROKEN SIZES, DISCONTINUED LINES
AND SOILED MERCHANDISE USED IN DISPLAY

’Harry Black and the Noe

SALE ITEMS INCLUDE . . .

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN

John Wayne
"The Barbarian gad Rms Boishe"
rui Wnit D,sney’s
"WHITE mummy.
Lie Adventure

CY.4 -5544

I ANZA SINPS AGAIN’

BACK OF THE WEEK
Ray Norton was chosen Back c
the Week by the coaching star
for hi; hard running against tFe
Fresno Bulldogs.

Spartan Soccermen
End Season Saturday

San Jose State’s judo team will
travel to San Francisco Sunday
for its Promotional meet with
other squads from the Northern
California area.
The Judoists on the 8n18 squad
Will get their chance to be promoted in rank if they can show
a good performance.
’ Larry Smith, Al Larson. Bob
Fisher and Mike Ruth, all holders
of 1st degree brown belts, are
hoping to be promoted to 1st black
belt judoists.
.Ben Cambell, team captain, will
be competing and is currently at
the rank of 3rd degree black belt.
John Sepulveda Is a lad degree black belt holder on the
Spartan squad.
Other judoists from San Jose
State who will attempt to rise in
rank are Howard Watanabe, Larry
Stufloten, Loren Marberg. Stan
’ Svensen and Jim Baker. All are
at the rank of 1st black belt.

Vick SLATE
VOWNIK-7
CV. 7-30e; 0

SPARTAN DAILY-2

ThurAny. November 20. 1958

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
A, as C
F,
"ONIONHEAD"
Stewart
EHT"WHOLE
(
TRUTH

SHIRTS
SPORT
WASH PANTS
SWEATERS
COATS
JACKETS

COATS
SUITS
BERMUDAS

mosher’s for men
50 SOUTH 4th STREET
OPEN TONIGHT UNTIL 9 p.m.

.1
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SAE Names
14 Daughters
Of Minerva
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Married - One, Engaged - Four
1
d Six. Final Score Love
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By ARLENE PHILLIPS
).190,10.4.1

PINNINGS
BUSS-ERICSON
A traditional candle

was passed
at the Kappa Alpha Theta house
Monday night when Ginger Buss
Members of Daughters an V, ’
"Well. yes, the job paid pretty announced her pinning to’ John
nerva, women’s aa ganioation
as oil $90 a day, tor four days Ericson, Alpha Tau Omega. Miss
as oark wasn’t bad at all." the man Buss, a junior education major,
fleeted with Sigma Alpha Epsilon
’id in his deep voice.
is from Piedmont, while senior
fraternity, were selected recently. !
I glanced up from the book I business administratiun majo r,
and their names were revealed in ,
Ericaon is from Ontario.
aa studying.
a series of serenades.
"And,
then, or Couple, after MARKLEY-MUM
Judy Keech. Beverly Hoffdahl.
we gut through working, Jeff
Alpha Phi sorority sisters were
LaDonna Schulta, Nancy Bouton,
Minter and tiOffie of us would
surprised Monday evening when
)109 b.. Di .tutt
Dorothy Brogden. Jan Garrison, ; aststaamSoCatz,
go water skiing," he continued.
!Mari!) n Markley passed the traJo)ce Earl. Barbara Ruff. Marlyn
-11-m-m-m-m, the poor boy’, ditional rose to announce her pincrazy $90 a day and water skiing ning to Bob Drue. Miss Markley
Goodell, Carole Bill, Sally Hill,
with Jeff Hunter. He’s out of his is a sophomore sociology major
Ginny Scott, Gayle Cherin and
mind," I decided as I tried to from Albany and Drue, a Delta
Dorothy Davis are the new memfocus my thoughts on the pages Upsilon, is a junior business major
bers.
from Oakland.
before me.
First function of the group the.
... then I looked at hie face.
MI
it
F:ESE- SPOTTIi4WOOD
month is a car lkash sched,.1,
Suddenly light,, flashed, music
Sophomore social %c is- c e
for tomorrow at 2 pm. at toe
flarred up in My mind, the smell major Sally Reese announced
SAE house.
of fish invaded my nostrils --and to her Kappa Alpha Theta
Ken tareen. sas phsi.ical education major from ( artnel.
over the poster advertising a movie in %% Mob he currently is
the large marquee for "IN LOVE sorority sister., her pinning to
-Spartaloto by Dave Batchelor.
iippearing ((or SO aeconaii.
AND WAR" was reproduced in Alpha Tau Omega Dave Spottbe
my mind.
wood, a business major at Stan"Uh, oh, sir, aren’t I mean. ford Unisersity. Miss Kit’s.’ is
eren’t I mean. I’ve seen you
from Sacramento,
somewhere before, haven’t I," I
Three students and a (ac..
Alpha Eta Sigma, meeting. to’ mumbled
ROBINSON-YOUNG
as I stared up, up, up
member will be initiated
aht, Cafeteria, 7:30.
A poem and the traditional
at the 6 ft., 2 in., 205 lb. frame
Delta Phi Epsilon, national educaScheduled in coming months for
candle were used by Kay RobinDelta Phi Epsilon, meeting, to- before me.
non honor society, at tonight’s’ Women’s Faculty Club are ainight. TH161, 7.
"Well, I don’t know --have you?" son, Kappa Delta president, to
meeting.
announce her pinning to Lowell
!Christmas dinner on Friday, Dec. I Eta Epsilon, meeting, tonight, he answered.
Young, Sigma Phi Epsilon. A
The initiates are: Dr. Mary Ellen 12: tea, Saturday. Jan. 17; tea.! HE19, 7.
"Yes!"
I said regaining my
Durrett . associate professor of .
serenade and coffee exchange !al. Freshman Class dance decors- courage by this time. "You
home economics: Jean Dillard., Saturday. March 7; business din- thin;
lowed at the ED house.
were in "In Lose And War,"
ittee, meeting, today.
bar.
April
10;
and
a
Friday.
ner.
Mary Lewis. and Daryl Maguire.
SANDELL-ROBINSON
weren’t you!"
Student
Union,
3:30
p.m.
The meeting will be held in becue Friday, May 22.
SJS head song girl Carol San. . . anal, that’s how the interHine’, Thanksgiving dinner,
T8161 at 7 p.m.
dell surprised her Kappa Kappa
Officers of the organization!
view
began.
Monday, Student Y, 6:30 p.m.
other than Miss Catherine Wal- ’ Hui-O-Kattuudna,
"Yes, I was in it but I just Gamma sorority sisters MondaY
meeting, tohad a very small part and I was evening when she announced her
health
of
professor
lace, assistant
night, Student Y, 6:30.
only on for about 30 seconds," the pinning to ASB president Dick
and hygiene, who is president, are
Independent Women’s Housing male said.
Robinson. A senior general eleGENERAL AUTO REPAIR
Mrs. Helen Stevens, assistant pro- Council, meeting,
today, CI1231,
mentary education major, Miss
Oh, yes.-the male’s name!
of nursing, vice president; ,
lessor
30 pm*
SPECIALTY
Sandell is from San :Mateo. Robin-Ken Green.
Miss Marie E. Curtis, associated
major, is
Green, a junior physical educa- son, a senior business
professor of business, recording! International Students OrganlHYDRAMATIC
Omega.
secretary; Dr . Mary Ruth Young. ration, faculty fireside. Saturday. tion major from Carmel, said he affiliated with Alpha Tau
and
SCHROEDER-BRUTON
of education. ’ Spartan V. 7:30 p.m.
professor
assistant
wasn’t
just
bragging
about
the
POWER GLIDE
Lutheran Students’ Atom., ’dinner pay he received for appearing in
The brothers of Delta sigma
corresponding secretary;
TRANSMISSIONS
and meeting, tonight, Student the movie.
Phi serenaded the women of
Mrs. Dorothy Beegle. assistant
Christian Center, 6.
’’We shot for four days at $90 Gamma Phi Beta Monday eveSTUDENT RATES
professor of business. treasurer,
Math Club, meeting, today, per day.- One day, it yeas so ning following the announce456 E SAN SALVADOR
1 Mrs. Yvonne Anderson. assistant Cafeteria room
B. 1:30 p.m.
CT 5.4247
foggy we couldn’t shoot, SO we ment of the pinning of sally
professor of business, memberNewman Club. Mass, tomorrow, got paid for doing nothing," said Schroeder to Larry Bruton.
Wilson,
’
Sarah
Mrs.
chairman:
ship
-1
Newman Hall, 7 : 30 a.m.
Green, who played the part of Miss Schroeder is a sophomore
assistant professor of physical
Oakland,
Phi Epsilon Kappa, meeting, to- Jeff Hunter’s brother in a scene business major f
Olive
Gilliam,
Dr.
’ education and
Now All You Have To
7.
Gym.
Men’s
night
.
while Bruton is a senior social
come
which
just
In
has
Hunter
1.vrofessor of history, club house
Phi Upsilon Pt. meeting, tomor- home from boot training anti Roes science major from Palm
Do Is Graduate
; chairmen: and Miss Helen Bullock,
Springs.
lO%t
to sisit his family, who is busily
’ 10-30
education librarian, welfare chairRally card committee. meeting, engaged in it’s way of making a
ENGAGEMENTS
. today, Dugout, 3 p.m.
living -f ishing.
HILL-ASH WORTH
Russian Club. meeting, tomorAnyone who saw the movie will
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority
T11155, 3:30 p.m.
’ remember Green as the muscular sisters learned of the engagement
sangha, meeting, today, C11167. brother who
said a few lines to of Mary Hill to Jim Ashworth
5 Pm
Hunter while loading some fish I Monday evening. Miss Hill,
Spartan Orlocc I, "can-can intoCcura car.
rently employed at Food Ma, dance," Saturday, Student Union
oncerning this, Green corn- chinery & Corp., is from Palo
8 pm
Alto, while her fiance, also from
nsented. "I had to put those
Sports (’Sr C’ I I/ b. meetin
fish into that basket so many Palo Alto, is a senior business adW7
wednesday.
1185
Redoaks
dr
Keep On Your
times before the scene WAS ministration major. Ashworth is
finally okay that I waa sure affiliated with Alpha Tau Omega.
Toes With
’S
t
cc,
Student
Commit
Affairs
i000
the ’d be cooked before it was BEALL-NEAL
meeting, today. TI1126, 3:30 p.m. all over:,
A wedding in June is being planTri sigma, meeting. tonight,
and,
.
.
the
ned
by Diane Beall and Leslie
big
question:
"How
7
CH135,
yourself
you’ve
got
Now that
Neal, who recently announced
did you get your start?"
into college, let isle. handy
Unitarian Preference Students,
" ’
I was teaching tennis in their engagement. Miss Beall, a
Dot tablets help you gel out
meeting, today, Spartan Y, 12:30 MoNitell,
p m.
y during the summer and Junior general education major.
Ilarmless NoDoa helps )ou
keep alert through long, late
SWINGLINE "TOT"
’fauna Republicans, meeting, to- , someone just came up and asked
cramming session.... keep..
me to try out. Of course, I thought
Millions now in use UncondiiM111. S164, 7:30 p.m.
you on sour toes during exam..
they were crazy but I went and
tionalb guaranteed. Makes book
7soDos tablets are safe as coffee
covers, fastens papers, arts and
was interviewed anyway. Well,
BEANERV BULLETIN
Herbert R011e7s, executive dicrafts, mends, tacks, etc aoaila
and mui h more ,or,eroeot.
Coop-Fourth and San Fernando low and behold, I made it’’ " said
able at your college bookstore.
of Halfway House, will
rector
Breakfast
a.m.
Ken
-to
6:30
Green -who really did "make
speak at tonight’s meeting of Tri
Lunch 10:30 a.m.-2 p.m. 60c
it," for coming up in the future
twiNGUN1
Vienna meat loaf
"Cu’ SraMar 11.29
45c is an independent production that Sigma, social work club, in CI1135
45c he is scheouied to work in with at 7.
Spaghetti and meat halls
Lima beans and pork sausage 45c Marlon Brando.
awg.Mh2dAte:INc.
Cafeteria-Seventh Street
"Well,
not exactly
WITH
MARCHICK’S
!
TOOK, N
.o.a0
Marlon Brando," Green hasten*.
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Education Society
To Initiate Tonight

Faculty Women Set,
Christmas Dinner

Spartaguide

A & H AUTO REPAIR

,.
a Swingline
Stapler no
bigger than a I
pack of gum,:

98c

NOCtOZ

is from Pacific Grove. Neal, from
MARRIAGES
Blairsville, Penn., where ha. atIsrooNtiK-BRADBURN
tended Indiana State Teachers
Making their home in San Jose
College, is presently serving with
the Security Wing of the US Air following their Aug. ’29 wedding
are Mr. and Mrs. Craig Bruit.
Forca in Japan.
burn. Mrs. Bradburn, the former
BECKLEY-BRANDENBURG
Patti Spooner, is a junior general
"art
Diane Beckley and
elementary education majo r,
Brandenburg recently announced
while her husband is attending
their engagement by presenting
San Jose City College.
engagement photos to their
friends at a party. An ea rly
Each window arch of the Resummer wedding Is being planserve Book Room, now undergoing
ned by Miss Beckley, who hi a renovation and repairs, is adorned
n
senior elementary r d u t ii t
with 72 bricks.
major from Ilayssard, and
senior
yam
a
is
Brandenburg,
commercial art nsaJor from

Ray’s Barber Shop

Castro

SELLERS-MILLER
A poem was read Monday night
in the Chi Omega house to announce the engagement of Margaret Sellers to Jerry Miller.
Miss Sellers, a junior marketing
major, and Miller, a senior business administration major, are
from San Rafael. They plan to
be married Feb. 1 and will live in
Felton.

123 So. 4th Street

Haircuts $1.25
Flat Tops $1.50
open Monday
Formerly 396 So. 5th St.

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR a
DOWNTOWN HOTEL
COMFORT

Ear

CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE

MODERATE RATES,
From $450 to $7.00
FREE

C Tpress 4-9404
o PROsif CONSTRuCtiON
/ BANQUET 1009,
FOUNTAIN
11Ef

Driven Garag
OVERNIGHT PARKINC.
55155 G Caldwe’t Manager

MONTGOMERY HOTEL
South Food St

at San Antonio

San Jose, California

"For Goodness Sake!"
*I

AT

ED’S HOLE IN THE WALL
If you enjoy eating dc’ous home-coo’.ea meals in a
conditioned comfort, Ed’s Hole In The Wall is a MUST!
Students will enjoy the congenial atmosphere where young
people congregate. Complete dinner; fr-rn $1.40.
1610

E.

Santa Clara

Open

MARCH 19, 1789
I. was snowing on the Pat.
etield on Moscow. Hill
I. General Niki.a
wus leading the black and blue
The pink army was led by Sub-Gene.
Marshallyich. They were pink bocci t.
they weren’t red enough yet to be cal ,
the Red Army. The snow blew and ..
rain came down but ivy lops1 fro,
ard 1 pushed on The opposition
blinded end we were able to surrou^
and annihilate them. Why? Because the
contact lens we were wearing kept the
snow out of our eyes. Comrade, do you
wear yours?

Daily ’til 10 p.m.

$171

CONTACT LENS CENTER
CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES
JOE ALLEN - FRANK JACKSON -Technicians
213 S. First
CYpross 7-5174
SPECIALISTS WITH

Tri Sigma Meets

LUNCII

35c ed to comment. "Naturally, I’ll
45c just have a very small part."
Green, however, is Si) unaffect12c
12c ed by the whole acting aspect
that he still hasn’t seen "In Love
DINNER
And War" and, rather than dreamWeekly part time $50 to $75. College Roast leg of lamb
Classified Rates:
65c ing of a future in the theater, he
criy. No emeriencis necessary. Vila
Spaghetti and meat sauce
60c dreams of a future on the gridiron
Grail Co. CV 7 6867. 10.2 p
25c a line 1st insertion
Peas
12c as a junior college coach,
20c a line succeeding
Thesis, theme, term papers hyped. Rea- Glazed carrots
12c
Ken Green -SJS’a contribution
-.-^abre rates- Dictation on phone, will
insertions; 2 line min.
to entertainment.
ard diner. CV 7-5982.
Eleven countries exhibited feaTo place a Classified Ad:
Rids sr +idiot to LA. Leave Si. 4 crn. ture movies In the 1958 San Franon 27. L,e, L.A. Sun. (we. Dick Herb, clic International Film Fenti,111:
Call at Student Affairs
345 S 64h AX 6-9914 after 8 p.m.
Office, Rm. 16, Tower Hall.
China, France, Germany, Great
CY 4-6414, Ext. 272
Girl to share apt. with 3 orhar girls Britian, Hungary. India, Italy, Jawanted ireined. $30 month, CV 5.1311. pan,
Faland, Spain anal Yugoslavia.
after 4,
FOR RENT
Documentary and short films
Modern apts. S85 rim 575 5. 11th., cr TYPING!! Students sew 20*. Former were
submitted by Austrailia,
Exec. Secretary. Satisfaction guar. CH
5 0734.
Belgium, Great Britian. Canada,
3 3619
Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France,
Vacancy, boys’ boarding ord rooming
FOR SALE
h-suse. 28 S 124 5.1
Germany. India, Israel. Japan,
sag visits in ’55 Malaya, Netherlands, New ZeaApt. to share $2250 me. 380 So. 5th St, Raencial Fiasco s
Loris* 24Ireent fur.. erit 546 S. 5i1, T.Bird to oarty «di, stiff cash or suitable land. Portugal, Sweden. Thailand,
car in archanga 61 N. 54.. apt. No.
CV 4 3810 sifter S pie.
United Staics and Yugoslavia.
Attractive Large apt.. 4 students. cioso Men’s Esq. bile. used, 3 caged. qord
cond 2 sors eed honer@ be’s. US. C.*
to coialoa. $32.50 each. AX 6.3490.
ide the
72635. 710 S. lath.
FLASHIPK,
New galas* spfs. Reedy Nov. 10. 2 blks.
from CSIFSH. E.+, lq units. Completely Zenith Tramsoeireeic riortabis radio. E.
-..omd $60 or best offer, George
fern. Will accona group of 3 students
EAGLE toys or girls. 2113 E. Reed es 7th. Water CV 5.9579 after 6 p.m.
1111selartiy design
5" -ht
-waissooth. soaring
mai oak.. pd. CV 2.5732, Eves. CV )- Yolks. 19St, nary good cond. $1175. CH
4-crtir swine
pertorinanee
7564.
3-0544.
WAPITIO
Dodge, 62. Perfect cond;Con geong oversees CV 5602
Male stvdtik, 2 3 no store lac ’,cause
Clete .0 copse.. 44 N
LOST AND FOUND
SUPPLY AND
Melo steak*/ to share apartment with C4msrs hair coat, 6+ Hevanly Foods Sal
POWER
TOOL MART
2-7517.
two others. CV
Pew CV 44422
1401 W. SAN CARLOS
11/12
Wed.
glasses
.e
brown
caw
Irene
7.3517.
CV
SW is share op.. with 1
Across From Sews
in CH 355. JoAro.e Johnson. CV 3-91192.
efts, s p.aa,

CLASSIFIEDS

Veal fricassee
Roast turkey
Carrots
Whole beets

A./12,..t
1-11

/1 err/Jul.-c prt,....alst

t47.4i4lah - J

ARMY-NAVY

Complete Line
ROTC and AFROTC
Briefcases
Binders
Complete Line of
Luggage
OPEN THURSDAY NIGHT
223 So. First Street

STANFORD
CHAPARRAL

Famous Big Game Issue
ON SALE NOW
at the
SPARTAN BOOK STORE

LT

:Tr

Who will ever forget that
time? The whole town turned
out ... well, maybe not the
whole town, to see little Bobby Collegebound off to the
University. There he was in
his hand -stained bucks . . .
pleat less khakis ... and his
varsity sweater. (Badminton
1,2,3,4.) Sonja ...ah, Sonja,
bis homeroom sweetheart,
sobbed quietly. Sonja had
heard stories about the co-eds.
She was worried.
As the Toonerville local
pulled in, another small cry
was heard. It was Bobby’s
mother. Who will look after
him? Who will warm his milk
and care for his shirts? Then
came the unforgettable reply.
Bobby, head high, shoulders
back, answered . . "I will!
I will wash my shirts." Ah,
smart boy. He’ll make the
grade. Gone was the callow
adolescence . . . for Bobby
Collegebound had bought Van
Ileusen"Vantage"Shirts with
his allowance. No longer need
he be tied to Mother’s apron.

His all cotton Van Heusen
"Vantage" Shirts need not he
ironed. Bobby Collegebound
could wash his Van Heusen
"Vantage" Shirts himself . .
and in a matter of hours they
would be ready to wear. Day
after day ... far from home
Bobby would sparkle at
college in his Van Heusen
"Vantage" all cotton, wash
and wear, no-iron shirts.
"Now," Sonja cried hysterically .,."I’ve lost him forever. With all that free time
in those handsome shirts, he’ll
be the target of every girl on
campus. If only I had passed
bookkeeping I could ’have
gone, too."
As the train pulled away,
Bobby’s mother faced east
and said . -"Thank you, Van
Heusen "Vantage," for being
likes mother to my son!"
In white, choice of collar
styles, $4.00 at better
stores everywhere. Or writs
to: Phillips -Van Heusen for.
poration, 417 Fifth Avenue,
’New York 16, N. Y.

